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Conf erenc e Sch e dul e
MTSNYS attendees are invited to attend sessions at the annual meeting of AMS, New
York State - St. Lawrence Chapter. A program is accessible by scanning the QR code to
the right.

SATURDAY, APRIL 9
8:45–9:30
Lowry
Hall

Registration, coffee, breakfast

9:30–11:30
EEW 415

Temporalities
Ti any Nicely (SUNY Fredonia, Bu alo State University, Canisius College),
chair
Between Grooves: Transitional Techniques in Groove-Based Popular Music
Kelsey Lussier (McGill University)
The Making of Tarab: Emotion as Temporal Disruption in Umm Kulthūm’s
“Alf Leila wa Leila”
Issa Aji (University of Texas)
Accentual Fluctuations in Chinese Folk Songs “Swallow Bird” and “A Place
Far Away”
Yiyi Gao (University of North Texas)
Groove in Virtual Space: An Introduction to Spatially Marked Oppositions
through the Music of Earth, Wind & Fire
Philipp Elssner (McGill University)

9:30–11:30
Ray
Wright
Room
(ESM 120)

Beginnings, Middles, and Ends
David Temperley (Eastman School of Music), chair
Unison Opening as Schema in Post-1945 Compositions
Noah Kahrs (Eastman School of Music)
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Recent K-Pop and the Temporality of Tonal Shift
Derek Myler (Eastman School of Music)
Middles as Sites of Intimacy in Rock and Pop Music
David Falterman (Eastman School of Music)
Simple Consequences: Consequent Alterations and Semi-Compound Periods
Xieyi (Abby) Zhang (Georgia State University)

11:30–2:00

Lunch on your own

2:00–3:00
ESM 209

Musical and Cultural Collisions
Charity Lofthouse (Hobart and William Smith Colleges), chair
Who Is Allowed to Be a Music Theorist? Sarah Mary Fitton and Conversations
on Harmony (1855)
Stephanie Venturino (Eastman School of Music)
Unsuk Chin’s Post-Colonial Creativity in Gougalon: Scenes from a Street Theater (2009/2011)
Gui Hwan Lee (Stony Brook University)

2:00–3:00
ESM 320

Storytelling and Meaning-Making
S. Alexander Reed (Ithaca University), chair
Storytelling Through Metric Manipulation in Popular Music
Samantha Waddell (Indiana University)
Posthuman Dystopias and Uncanniness in Extreme Death Metal
Tyler Osborne (Independent Scholar)

3:00–4:00
ESM 209

Ultramodernisms
Elizabeth West Marvin (Eastman School of Music), chair
Multidimensional, Non-Coinciding Mappings in the First Movement of Ruth
Crawford’s String Quartet (1931)
Tobias Tschiedl (McGill University)
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Layers of Dissonance Within the First Piece of Johanna Beyer’s Dissonant
Counterpoint
Julianna Willson (Eastman School of Music)

3:00–4:00
ESM 320

Music and Games
William O’Hara (Gettysburg College), chair
Things You Remember: The Role of Nostalgia in Theme Music for Game
Show Revivals
Christopher Gage (University of Delaware)
Where is Link’s Home?: Contrasting the Relationships of Leitmotiv and Topic
to Narrative Across The Legend of Zelda Series
Lukas Perry (Eastman School of Music)

4:15–5:45
Sproull
Atrium

Keynote
Of Golden Anniversaries and Golden Opportunities
Poundie Burstein (Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY)

4:15–5:00: Keynote
What initially prompted you to become deeply interested in music? What inspired you to become deeply
interested in music theory? In what ways have the platforms that provide for discussions surrounding music theory and analysis been bene cial, and in what ways have they been detrimental? How do you think MTSNYS
might evolve over the next fty years, and which ways might these changes be helpful, and in which ways harmful?
This presentation o ers a personal take on these questions, in hopes to encourage others to think about
their own answers to these questions and to discuss them in the breakout sessions that follow.

5:00–5:45: Breakout session
After the keynote presentation, members are encouraged to form small breakout groups, where each member is encouraged to share their answers to the following questions:
•

What got you deeply interested in music in the rst place? What motivated you to become interested in music theory?

•

In what ways do you suppose MTSNYS—and the eld of music theory as a whole—might change over the
next fty years? For each possible scenario, consider how the changes might possibly be bene cial, as well as
how these changes might possibly be harmful.
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5:45–6:00
Sproull
Atrium

Business Meeting

6:00–7:00
Sproull
Atrium

Reception

7:30–9:30pm

Conference Workshop

ESM 209

Rhythm and Meter in Popular Music, Nicole Biamonte (McGill University)
Pre-registration required.

SUNDAY, APRIL 10
8:45–9:30
Lowry
Hall

Registration, coffee, breakfast

9:30–11:00
ESM 305

Instruments, Bodies, and Cognition
Crystal Peebles (Ithaca University), chair
Tonal Associations in J.S. Bach’s Sacred Works: The E ect of Key Determined
Baroque Flute and Oboe Timbre on Musical Meaning
Rachel Gain (University of North Texas)
Theorizing Vocal Timbre: Gender Performance and Transgression in J-pop
Yiqing Ma (University of Michigan)
The Crooked Timbre of Phenomenology
Avinoam Foonberg (University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music)
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9:30–11:00
ESM 404

Jazz Rhythm, Harmony, and Fugue
Ben Baker (Eastman School of Music), chair
Rhythmic Complexity in Jazz: An Information Theory Approach
Douglas Abrams (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Expanding the Context and Length of N-Grams in Analysis of Jazz Harmony
Andrew Blake (Eastman School of Music)
Nikolai Kapustin's Bebop Fugue
Samuel Falotico (Hunter College, CUNY)

11:00–12:00
ESM 305

Bernstein
Zachary Bernstein (Eastman School of Music), chair
Tonal Rumble: (Bi-)Tonality and Transformation in ‘West Side Story’
Andrew Aziz (San Diego State University)
Associative Set Classes in Leonard Bernstein’s MASS
Benjamin Wadsworth and James Poteat (Kennesaw State University)

11:00–12:00

ESM 404

20th-Century Tonalities
John Reef (Nazareth College), chair
Outlander(s): Interpreting Twentieth-Century Dissonances in NineteenthCentury Contexts
Kyle Hutchinson (University of Toronto)
“Ending on a High Note”: The Connection between Upper Register Cadences
and Three-Part Ursätze in Golden Age Musical Theater Songs
Morgan Nikolov (Eastman School of Music)
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CONFERENCE ABSTRACTS
SATURDAY, APRIL 9
Temporalities (9:30–11:30)
Between Grooves: Transitional Techniques in Groove-Based Popular Music
Kelsey Lussier (McGill University)
De ned as repeated, syncopated rhythmic patterns that both establish and embellish metric structure
(Witek 2014, 2017; Danielsen & Câmara 2018), grooves may di er between formal sections in popular
songs (Biamonte, 2014; Temperley 2007, 2018; Butler, 2006; Cohn, 2016). There has been very little research, however, on how transitions between such grooves may occur. The most notable exception is Osborn’s (2010) pivot pulse, whereby grooves with contrasting meters are smoothly connected by their slowest shared pulse stream. To address this gap in the theoretical literature, I identify three transitions between grooves in popular music: abrupt, interpolated, and superimposed transitions.
Exempli ed by Hiatus Kaiyote’s “The Lung,” abrupt transitions seamlessly concatenate grooves related by a pivot pulse, often at formal boundaries. Interpolated transitions insert a brief, texturally contrasting passage between grooves, usually connecting large-scale formal sections. This passage typically features ungrouped, texturally isolated pivot pulses, demonstrated in Rokia Traoré’s “Tchamantché.” It may
also connect grooves of contrasting tempi, as in Yukon Blonde’s “You Were Mine.” Finally, demonstrated
by Jon Bap’s “Queen Chimera pt. 2,” superimposed transitions occur when two grooves overlap and the
new one gradually emerges as dominant, facilitated by texture and without employing a pivot pulse.
My analysis shows that grooves and the transitions between them articulate formal boundaries and
express sonic functionality (Peres, 2018), asserting them as central to these songs’ formal structures.
Moreover, I demonstrate that texture is a crucial articulating parameter of both the grooves and transitions
in question, thus expanding standard analytical de nitions of groove.

The Making of Tarab: Emotion as Temporal Disruption in Umm Kulthūm’s “Alf Leila
wa Leila”
Issa Aji (University of Texas)
In discussing music of the Arab world, the term tarab is used to describe the aesthetic phenomenon by
which music produces intense musical emotions. In practice, the cultivation of tarab relies, in part, on
rhythmic exibility and variety to create aesthetically pleasing moments of disruption to the orderly temporal ow of the music. During live performances, for example, it is common for audience members to
participate in communal clapping on structurally de ned downbeats since the cyclical structure of the familiar Arab rhythmic modes ( q ’ t) a ords easy participation. Conversely, metric rigidity is often careful-
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ly integrated with rhythmic exibility and variety where such rhythmic shifts serve as aesthetically pleasing
moments of disruption to the music’s temporal ow. This paper provides a model that seeks to elucidate
these expressive implications by tracking the movement between rhythmic modes in Umm Kulthūm’s “Alf
Leila wa Leila” (1969) using Toussaint’s (2013) method of mapping cyclical rhythms and De Souza’s
(2017) notion of consistency and displacement. Then, by drawing on theories of phenomenology (Husserl
1990), temporality (Shannon 2006), and emotion ( Juslin 2019), I suggest that larger degrees of displacement between rhythmic modes lead to the types of temporal disruptions and embodied interactions that
are so critical for the expressivity and production of tarab in Arab music.

Accentual Fluctuations in Chinese Folk Songs “Swallow Bird” and “A Place Far Away”
Yiyi Gao (University of North Texas)
In many traditional vocal works in western China, musical accents and rhymes are incongruent with
regular strong-weak metrical patterns in Western-style transcriptions—the notation in which Chinese folk
music is typically transcribed. This presentation investigates the three major types of accents in Chinese
music by applying the classi cation of Du Yaxiong (2011): pitch accents (emphases on higher pitches), textual accents (verb, adjectives, and exclamatory words to emphasize linguistic meanings), and durational accents (accentuations on longer notes). I argue that these non-downbeat accents that support rhymes and
portray the textual meanings and emotional implications suggest metrical ambiguity. Following Du Yaxiong’s classi cations, I apply a practical theory of metrical accents that is culturally informed and tailored
to Chinese music for understanding relationships among textual expression, linguistic accents, and metrical uidity in folk traditions from western China.

Groove in Virtual Space: An Introduction to Spatially Marked Oppositions through the
Music of Earth, Wind & Fire
Philipp Elssner (McGill University)
This paper examines music by Earth, Wind & Fire (EWF) and other funk artists to demonstrate a
phenomenon in virtual/recorded space that I call the “spatially marked opposition.” Instruments at the far
left and right extremes of the recorded space are strongly spatially marked and are heard against each other, creating a spatially marked opposition. These oppositions often feature increased syncopation and
rhythmic density, as well as timbres contrasting to more centrally placed instruments. EWF’s use of a wide
stereo image enables listeners to attend to both the metrical beat at the center of the space and the syncopated elements further out on either side, heightening the listener’s sense of groove.
My discussion of groove draws on Witek and Danielsen (2017), who suggest that groove is created by a
structural tension between the main beat and counter-rhythms. I invoke Zinser’s (2020) explanation of
virtual space as “the imagined space of the sound,” which I represent visually using Moore’s (2010)
sound-box model.
An example of a spatially marked opposition is found in EWF’s 1978 song “September.” The lead guitar’s syncopations bounce o the bongo’s beat across the width of the stereo image, “propelling the
groove forward” and adding a layer of rhythmic and textural complexity. Additional examples from EWF’s
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“Boogie Wonderland” and Parliament’s “Flash Light” will further demonstrate how spatially marked oppositions can play an important role in intensifying the grooves of funk records. By studying recorded
space, we will better understand the aesthetic e ects and musical functions of recording techniques.

Beginnings, Middles, and Ends (9:30–11:30)
Unison Opening as Schema in Post-1945 Compositions
Noah Kahrs (Eastman School of Music)
Many compositions from the last seven decades begin with a single note articulated by multiple instruments in unison. Although many such excerpts have been described in terms of a speci c composers’
poetics, these moments persist across pieces and compositional styles, presenting a rare thread of unity
across a repertoire characterized by diverse approaches to compositional methods and goals.
I argue that the unison opening constitutes a schema common to much post-1945 repertoire, and that
its opening function comes from its disruption of psychoacoustic features conventionally associated with
consonance. These unisons are often exited by an outwards wedge suggesting attention to beating and
roughness, by addition of further pitches to complete a harmonic collection whose consonance can be
compared to the harmonic series’, or by a slow glissando away that erases the original note.
To demonstrate these strategies’ ubiquity, I discuss six compositions that span a continuum from direct acoustic references to more gestural concerns. Tenney’s Critical Band and Eastman’s Evil [N-word]
both begin with a unison and end on a harmonic series, moving from one acoustically marked sound to another. Gubaidulina’s Second String Quartet and Scelsi’s Xnoybis both make beating especially clear by
starting on an open string or natural harmonic. Ligeti’s Lontano and Z’s “Quatre Couches/Flare Stains”
feature neither an open string nor a harmonic series, but their unison openings share the same exit strategies.
These examples show that unison openings and their disrupted consonances constitute a common
feature in a wide range of recent music.

Recent K-Pop and the Temporality of Tonal Shift
Derek Myler (Eastman School of Music)
Recently, several K-pop girl groups have begun using frequent tonal shifts. Scholarship on tonicization
and modulation can help us taxonomize such key changes, but theoretical distinctions between the two
procedures are often vague. Given a spectrum of tonal shift from no change to total change, purely theoretical de nitions tend to produce many potential divisions with underde ned boundaries. In this paper I
take a stricter perceptual approach, proposing a distinction between tonicization and modulation that arises as a function of objective time. Farbood (2016) showed evidence that listeners remembered an original
key during a modulating passage for up to 15–20 seconds, but no evidence indicating that the memory persisted longer than 20 seconds. These results suggest a temporal constraint on working memory and a perceptual boundary for tonal shift. On this view, again given a spectrum of tonal shift, there arises only one
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point of division: an idealized 20-second boundary of working memory limits. Everything to the left of the
boundary (where the key of departure is still accessible in memory) is a tonicization; everything to the right
(where the key has exited working memory) is a modulation.
Reimagining tonal shift as a necessarily temporal experience provides a new perspective for exploring
key in recent K-pop. I survey a few relevant releases and extensively analyze two songs—“Will Be Mine”
by Elris (2018) and “Snowman” by April (2015)—tracking the time course of their tonal trajectories and
emphasizing the implications of a time-based tonicization-modulation distinction on their tonally ambiguous endings.

Middles as Sites of Intimacy in Rock and Pop Music
David Falterman (Eastman School of Music)
While valuable studies examine the connections between pop/rock musical features and narrative in
speci c contexts (e.g. Neal 2007, Simon 2013, Palfy 2020), more general theories about these relationships
have not yet been developed. This paper argues that “middles” in pop and rock music—by which I mean
bridges, B sections, and prechoruses—frequently share a set of musical features which are closely tied to
the narrative function of producing moments of intimacy. Musically, middles tend to intensify and/or
destabilize the prevailing musical environment by introducing more chromatic harmonies, more sustained
textures, and new topical, stylistic, or linguistic markings; altering the tempo, meter, or harmonic rhythm;
initiating expansions in vocal register; and/or lengthening or shortening grouping structures. Narratively,
these moments of intimacy are spaces in which the artist or song’s persona enters into a closer relationship
with the listener—spaces where perhaps secrets are revealed, where physical intimacy is foregrounded, or
where the listener is engaged more directly. I demonstrate these ideas through analyses of songs by Paul
Simon ("God Bless the Absentee"), AURORA ("Queendom"), David Bowie ("★"), and Carly Rae Jepsen
("I Really Like You"). In each example, elements from the songs’ music videos or lm settings reinforce
middles as spaces of intimacy by highlighting a variety of related visual opposites: smaller spaces vs. larger
ones, private displays vs. public ones, direct eye contact vs. avoidance, cooler/more direct lighting vs.
warmer/ backlit shots, and so on.

Simple Consequences: Consequent Alterations and Semi-Compound Periods
Xieyi (Abby) Zhang (Georgia State University)
Antecedent-consequent periods are often classi ed as simple or compound periods, categories that
frequently assume the antecedent and consequent phrases are formally structured identically to one another. This assumption tends to overlook a common phenomenon in which a compound antecedent is answered by a relatively simpler consequent.
This paper examines the semi-compound antecedent-consequent periods that arise from these consequent alterations by discussing three methods through which they may arise: (a) a cadence in the middle of
the compound antecedent is retracted in the consequent, (b) a break—whether rhetorical or cadential—is
missing in the consequent, and (c) an eight-measure compound antecedent is answered with a simple four-
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measure consequent. This paper then analyzes examples of the theme that show complications related to
these consequent alterations.

Musical and Cultural Collisions (1:30–2:30)
Who Is Allowed to Be a Music Theorist? Sarah Mary Fitton and Conversations on Harmony (1855)
Stephanie Venturino (Eastman School of Music)
Rehding (2020) is correct: we must build a countercanon of theorists traditionally excluded from our
histories of music theory. In this paper, I examine one such excluded gure, Sarah Mary Fitton (1796–
1874). Fitton’s Conversations on Harmony (1855), a series of dialogues between the ctitious young Edward
and his mother, was popular with students and amateur musicians in Great Britain and continental Europe
during the nineteenth century. Study of her work (Rainbow 2009; Shteir 1996) has centered exclusively on
its educational contributions and not its music-theoretical content. I take the Conversations beyond its usual music-educational context, focusing in particular on Fitton’s original theory of augmented sixth chords
and her distinctive approach to chromatic scale harmonization.
I also consider several crucial questions about Fitton and her Conversations. How have Fitton’s gender
and social standing as a governess a ected her reception as a music theorist? Why has her pedagogically
oriented Conversations failed to enter our canon of music-historical narratives? Why do Fitton and other
women—such as Anne Young (Raz 2018a, 2018b), Oliveria Prescott (Lumsden 2020), Nanine Chevé,
Grace Alverson, Louisa Kirkman, Amy Dommel-Diény, and F.J. Hughes—not count as music theorists?
How can the study of these authors, as well as those from other marginalized communities, help us reframe our own music-theoretical questions? Finally, how can such studies help us understand and reform
our methods of discipline formation?

Unsuk Chin’s Post-Colonial Creativity in Gougalon: Scenes from a Street Theater
(2009/2011)
Gui Hwan Lee (Stony Brook University)
Cultural backgrounds or ethnic identities should not hinder a composer from exploring diverse possibilities, styles, and ideas. Such is one of the statements Unsuk Chin has repeatedly spoken out in interviews. In addition to her reputation as a pupil of Ligeti and one of the most successful Korean composers,
she has consistently practiced this credo. Her cosmopolitan spirit has also been recognized by the recent
contributors engaged with her music, including Ji Yeon Lee and other presenters in a special session at
SMT 2021.
In hopes of further developing this meaningful movement, my paper focuses on another equally important perspective to the composer by discussing how Chin has strived to decolonize her music and creativity. My discussion starts with an analytical observation of the rst movement of Gougalon: Scenes from
a Street Theater. It is because, without facing an actual example she created, i.e., her disorienting texture
and rhythmic-metric technique, one can hardly grasp the following two inquiries I bring as the next step of
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my discussion: for what purpose she tries to make her composition disorienting and confusing; and how
does it account for her decolonizing attempts against the colonial oppressions that demand uency in
Western compositional techniques and an exotic East-Asian locality. These inquiries will then be answered
in my cross-reading of the music, program notes, and Chin’s domestic context. Finally, I conclude my discussion with the statement that Chin, with her compelling demonstration of decolonized creativity, is contributing to the fundamental changes in East-Asian new music.

Storytelling and Meaning-Making (1:30–2:30)
Storytelling Through Metric Manipulation in Popular Music
Samantha Waddell (Indiana University)
In this paper, I argue that metric manipulations in the music of Sabrina Carpenter, Billie Eilish, Taylor
Swift, and Olivia Rodrigo are used as text-expressive, storytelling devices to evoke lyrical themes of separation and growing apart. I discuss three types of manipulations: (1) displacement-dissonance inducing
buildup introductions, (2) direct and indirect grouping dissonance (Krebs 1999) in asymmetrical meters,
and (3) mid-song indirect grouping dissonances. Using the methodologies and hierarchy notation of Lerdahl & Jackendo (1989) with Temperley’s (2001) revisions and expansions, and Krebs’ theories of metrical dissonance (1999) with Biamonte’s (2014, 2019) extensions to pop/rock music, I show how metric dissonance in uences the listening experience, in turn embodying lyrical meaning.

Posthuman Dystopias and Uncanniness in Extreme Death Metal
Tyler Osborne (Independent Scholar)
Death metal opens doors to musical expression that smashes boundaries of instrumental and formal
technique. In this presentation, I consider how excessively technical music places a band’s aesthetic into a
realm beyond expected human capacities as an ensemble. Drawing from death metal groups Car Bomb and
Psyopus, I investigate how music characterized by astonishing speed, frenzied formal shifts, uctuating
meters, and bewildering timbres, creates dystopian narratives that fuse posthumanism with the uncanny––
eerie, unsettling experiences that distort reality. Dystopian biological/cybernetic hybridizations alongside
liberation from traditional embodiment characterizes posthumanist philosophy and exhibits relevance to
music that seems improbable for humans unaided by technology to produce. In their music, these bands
demonstrate uncanny, preternatural elements that threaten to alienate the listener from the embodied, participatory nature that is paradigmatic of heavy metal culture.
The posthuman elements in hyper-technical death metal presents a dilemma to the listener. The music is a technical feat that inspires a sense of uncanniness, though such technicality alienates the listener’s
ability to embody the music, making them a spellbound observer––similar to the human’s social condition
in many dystopian narratives (e.g., Zamyatin, Huxley, Lem, P. K. Dick). As metal music continues to generate interest within scholarly communities, we can bene t from supplementing the genre’s compositional
and structural attributes with aspects from posthumanist philosophy and dystopian or uncanny perspec-
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tives. These narrative assessments enable us to further evaluate the relationship between the technical,
organic, and synthetic to explore how complexity a ects listeners and participants.

Ultramodernisms (2:30–3:30)
Multidimensional, Non-Coinciding Mappings in the First Movement of Ruth Crawford’s String Quartet (1931)
Tobias Tschiedl (McGill University)
While movements iii and iv of Ruth Crawford’s String Quartet (1931) have received adequate amounts
of analytical attention, the same cannot be said of movement i. This is partly because movement i, unlike
movements iii/iv, resists discussions in terms of one single compositional technique.The aural e ect is that
of mobile, uent interconnections in a material that seems to elude recognition in terms of stable motivic
identities and clear segment boundaries.
However, previous analytical approaches to Crawford’s music (Tick 1990; Hisama 2001; Straus 2007)
rest on a segregation of musical procedures into distinct dimensions (pitch, duration, contour, …). Yet,
musically meaningful relations often cut across multiple dimensions in complicated ways: Given two related segments of music S1 and S2, some element (“note”) x of S1 may map into element y of S2 in one dimension, but into element z (≠ y) in another; often, many-to-one and one-to-many mappings further complicate the picture. Insofar as movement i seems particularly invested in such multidimensional, non-coinciding mappings, this explains some of its analytical challenges.
My analysis of the movement’s central part (mm. 13-63) highlights di erences of Crawford’s procedures from the Schoenbergian ones implicit in conventional post-tonal theories: Pitch relations here are
not conceived in terms of stable motivic/thematic units supported by other dimensions in the service of
“comprehensibility” (Fasslichkeit), but can recede into the background in favor of momentary associations
equally dependent on other dimensions.

Layers of Dissonance Within the First Piece of Johanna Beyer’s Dissonant Counterpoint
Julianna Willson (Eastman School of Music)
Johanna Beyer left no known description of her method of dissonant counterpoint within her solo piano suite, Dissonant Counterpoint, and no detailed analysis has been published on the set. Beal (2015) has
documented Charles Seeger’s in uence on Beyer’s compositional development, and Lumsden (2017) has
shown how Seeger’s dissonant counterpoint theory in uenced Beyer’s second string quartet. I demonstrate how Beyer’s techniques within the rst piece of the suite are connected to Seeger’s theory by detailing how Beyer’s free serialism blends with Seeger’s transformation of neumes, how her rhythmic structure
creates layers of dissonance, and how she includes tonal associations to create a nuanced texture of dissonance.
Within the piece, Beyer implements two general series, which I split into “neumes” considered by
Seeger as “progressions” of “tone-beats” (Seeger 1994). Most neumes as they reoccur throughout the
piece explore di erent categories of contour in each iteration of the series. Aspects of Beyer’s metric and
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rhythmic techniques also relate to Seeger’s theory, such as her choices in accent placement, meter shifts,
and her “extensions” and “intensions” in the number of beats per measure.
Some aspects of Beyer’s piece do not seem to correlate completely with Seeger’s theory, however,
such as her use of dual pitch-class centers. I argue that an analysis of Beyer’s piece through the lens of
Seeger’s theory on both a contrapuntal and a metric level reveals a signi cant unifying component behind
the work—one which Beyer combines with other nuances of her style to create an intricate musical setting
distinctly her own.

Music and Games (2:30–3:30)
Things You Remember: The Role of Nostalgia in Theme Music for Game Show Revivals
Christopher Gage (University of Delaware)
Revivals of popular shows like $100,000 Pyramid, Card Sharks, Match Game, and Press Your Luck are
extremely faithful to their original versions, both in gameplay and music, with one notable exception: incidental theme music for the revivals focus on one single melody, usually the best-remembered one of the
series, whereas their original counterparts would have faded in and out whenever was appropriate, even
during a lesser-known melody or bridge. I argue that the incidental theme music for game show revivals is
signi cantly recomposed or rearranged with a single motive in mind in order to maximize nostalgia, and
this goal is accomplished in two ways. First, additive repetitions restate parts of the main theme once it is
complete, thereby preventing the music from continuing to a secondary theme or bridge and keeping the
focus on the bestknown thematic material. Second, exible phrase endings provide closure, regardless of
preceding phrase length, using the primary motive. These two techniques are used to varying degrees in
game show revivals: Match and Pyramid generally use both in equal measure, while Press almost always
contains a exible phrase ending and Sharks uses additive repetitions to extend one of three themes. In
each case, the emphasis on a single motive—that is, the primary thematic material from the original show
—reinforces nostalgic tendencies and continues the legacy of these iconic compositions.

Where is Link’s Home?: Contrasting the Relationships of Leitmotiv and Topic to Narrative Across The Legend of Zelda Series
Lukas Perry (Eastman School of Music)
Given the natural t for musical topics to aid video-game story-telling, Atkinson (2019) and Bradford
(2020) have explored their usage in the Legend of Zelda franchise. Despite three Zelda location cues—
“Kokiri Forest” (Ocarina of Time), “Outset Island” (The Wind Waker), and “Kakariko Village” (A Link to
the Past and Ocarina of Time)—incorporating pastoral topics to demonstrate safety (Rossetti 2020), I show
that the rst two cues embody Link’s “home” more deeply than the latter through use of a common leitmotive. Using Bribitzer-Stull’s (2015) concept of leitmotivic prototypes, I identify the “Kokiri Forest”
melody’s rst-inversion arpeggiated triad gesture as the basis of a prototype taken up in “Outset Island.”
The gesture is quoted in the introduction, transformed into instrumental lls, and developed into a new
theme. This leitmotivic process musically highlights what the two locations hold in common as Link’s
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home despite being found in two di erent games. For comparison, “Kakariko Village” lacks a leitmotivic
connection to the other cues and musically re ects how Link is ever an outsider to this location. The cue’s
minor harmonies (ii7 and vi) imbue its arpeggiated major-triad melody with both a sense of searching and
twinge of melancholy. These musical and narrative realities diminish the possibility of “Kakariko Village”
as home, especially considering the leitmotivic connections between “Kokiri Forest” and “Outset Island.”
Leitmotivic development, considered within its narrative and musical-topical contexts, elucidates nuances
of Zelda’s rich story and engenders a deep cohesion across the series that permeates its visual, sonic, and
semiotic dimensions.

Keynote Lecture (4:15–5:45)
Of Golden Anniversaries and Golden Opportunities
Poundie Burstein (Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY)
Keynote presentation abstract:
What initially prompted you to become deeply interested in music? What inspired you to become
deeply interested in music theory? In what ways have the platforms that provide for discussions surrounding music theory and analysis been bene cial, and in what ways have they been detrimental? How do you
think MTSNYS might evolve over the next fty years, and which ways might these changes be helpful,
and in which ways harmful?
This presentation o ers a personal take on these questions, in hopes to encourage others to think
about their own answers to these questions and to discuss them in the breakout sessions that follow.
Breakout session
After the keynote presentation, members are encouraged to form small breakout groups, where each
member is encouraged to share their answers to the following questions:
• What got you deeply interested in music in the rst place? What motivated you to become interested in music theory?s
• In what ways do you suppose MTSNYS—and the eld of music theory as a whole—might change
over the next fty years? For each possible scenario, consider how the changes might possibly be
bene cial, as well as how these changes might possibly be harmful.
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Instruments, Bodies, and Cognition (9:30–11:00)
Tonal Associations in J.S. Bach’s Sacred Works: The E ect of Key Determined Baroque
Flute and Oboe Timbre on Musical Meaning
Rachel Gain (University of North Texas)
On eighteenth-century woodwind instruments, pitches belonging to their natural scales play sonorously, whereas those using “cross- ngerings” have a “veiled” timbre. On each instrument, tonalities thus attain distinct timbral pro les from their unique combinations of ngering types. Historically informed performers often connect this instrument-speci c, key-determined timbre to composers’ depiction of a ect.
However, as a result of traditional music theory’s abstract, anachronistic conceptions of pitch, analysts
typically overlook the layers of musical meaning that composers produce through their strategic deployment of instruments in their comfortable or strained keys.
In this paper, I examine obbligato parts in arias from Bach’s passions and church cantatas through the
lens of key-determined timbre and playability. Focusing on his use of the baroque ute and baroque oboe
family, I argue that Bach used the timbral and technical di erences between keys on obbligato instruments
as an expressive device to accentuate a ect. My analysis identi es three main approaches to underscoring
text through key in Bach’s woodwind writing. First, Bach uses instruments in easily executed keys with an
unrestricted tone in arias where the a ect is positive. Second, in emotionally strenuous arias, Bach employs instruments in their more strained keys and uses technical di culty as an expressive device. Lastly,
when reorchestrating or parodying obbligato lines, Bach alters his key and instrument choices to strengthen the timbre-text correlation. This paper develops a framework for interpreting baroque woodwind tonalities, unearths Bach’s instrument-centric strategies for creating musical meaning, and provides a case study
for the importance of timbral and instrumental factors in analysis.

Theorizing Vocal Timbre: Gender Performance and Transgression in J-pop
Yiqing Ma (University of Michigan)
Shiina Ringo is one of the most recognized Japanese popular music artists, known for her diverse music performances styles with inspirations from Japanese tradition music and arts. Cultural historian Csaba
Toth (2006) has recognized her in uence on young Japanese female identities by creating a transgressive
version of Japanese femininity through boundary-crossings. Van (2020) and Mata (2019) have studied her
relationship to the “geographical urban” in Tokyo, constructing a community that is bonded by the urban
peripheries and aesthetics that are shared within. Inspired by previous works that recognize the gender
signi cation of vocality through imitations (Cox 2016, Heidemann 2016), this paper seeks to propose a
framework to study gender performativity and transgression in Japanese popular music ( J-Pop) through
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listeners’ embodiment in Shiina’s vocal performance. I discuss how Shiina’s vocal timbre contributed to
constructing di erent images of femininities.
By analyzing musical videos, lyrics, and vocal timbre in Instinct (1999) and Crime and Punishment
(2000) I argue that Shiina had to reinvent di erent images of femininity, the “Punk Youth” and the “Maternal Maturity,” to thrive through her long performance career. As re ected in these recordings, Shiina’s
vocal timbre transforms and negotiates between a Western-rooted head voice and chest voice and a Japanese folk-inspired Jigoe, Uragoe, and Kobushi. I conclude that di erent vocal timbre strengthens various
images of Japanese femininity that transgress from the mainstream female J-pop artists and groups. It provides alternative forms of femininities for her female fans to engage and participate in.

The Crooked Timbre of Phenomenology
Avinoam Foonberg (University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music)
Many music theorists have taken interest in timbre and perceptual studies. Yet, one pioneering perceptual approach is David Lewin’s Perceptual model, henceforward P-model, which analyzes how di erent musical perceptions at di erent phenomenological times can be formed and related to one another.
However, this methodology has been widely criticized and its application to timbre has not been explored.
My paper argues that by combining David Lewin’s p-model with timbral perception grounded in current
cognitive science research, we can overcome many of the criticisms against the p-model and develop a
methodology that critically analyzes timbre. My methodology is built from David Lewin’s P-model but
replaces its emphasis on pitches with an emphasis on timbral-perceptual entities. I use this methodology to
reexamine timbral transformations and propose three case studies of timbral transformations under this
paper’s approach to timbral analysis that includes a shift of physical space, timbral polyphony which brings
certain timbres in and out of the musical surface, and spectrum changes such as bright timbres and dark
timbres. This paper explores the potential of critically analyzing timbral perceptions and claims that such
perceptions yield analytical, aesthetic, and can have possible structural signi cance to the way timbre contributes to our musical understanding and experiences.

Jazz Rhythm, Harmony, and Fugue (9:30–11:00)
Rhythmic Complexity in Jazz: An Information Theory Approach
Douglas Abrams (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Many techniques of quantifying rhythmic complexity have been explored, including methods based on
the concept of entropy; roughly speaking, entropy measures a rhythm’s unpredictability. The primary
goals of this study were to answer two questions: 1) Does rhythmic entropy correspond to perceived
rhythmic complexity? and 2) Does entropy of a jazz solo depend on soloist? Additionally, the concept of
mutual information was used to study soloist/accompanist interactions in the music of Charlie Parker.
I asked fteen music majors to rate eighteen sixteen-measure jazz rhythms for complexity. Entropies
were calculated by constructing distributions based on the inter-onset intervals (IOI’s) between notes. Us-
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ing a mixed e ects multiple regression model, I found, as expected, that more entropic rhythms resulted in
higher complexity ratings; rhythms with more notes did, too.
I then transcribed (or compiled and checked) a corpus of 97 solos by Armstrong, Hawkins, Young,
Christian, and Parker, and calculated entropies based on the IOI’s between stress-accented notes. I used
the technique of estimated marginal means with number of IOI’s and number of accents as covariates to
show that entropy depends signi cantly on soloist. Note density and contour accent density were used to
explain unexpected pairwise comparisons.
Finally, I used mutual information to show that interrelationships between Parker and his accompanists were stronger than those between Parker and a Charleston comping rhythm.
This work demonstrates both the utility of entropy-based methods in predicting a listener’s perceived
complexity and in characterizing a soloist’s oeuvre, and the utility of mutual information in describing
soloist/accompanist interactions.

Expanding the Context and Length of N-Grams in Analysis of Jazz Harmony
Andrew Blake (Eastman School of Music)
This paper presents an expanded model for n-gram analysis of jazz harmony, building on previous corpus studies of this literature. The iRealB corpus consists of 1184 lead sheets, previously used in studies
concerning changes in the prevalence of ii-V over time (Broze & Shanahan, 2013), as well as the placement
of ii-V progressions within hypermetric structure (Salley & Shanahan, 2016). Both of these studies have
used two-chord sequences (2-grams) to deepen our understanding of the ii-V progression. It is also possible to look at longer sequences – for example, Norgaard’s (2014) corpus analysis of pitch sequences in
Charlie Parker solos.
Using an expanded gram model allows for more complex queries (in both sequence length and data
type) to be formed. For example, it is possible to lter these contexts for information such as scale degree,
chord quality, or interval of root motion. Not surprisingly, dominant seventh chords resolve by descending
perfect fth in 59.6% of cases, increasing to 73.1% for V7. When ltering the dataset for resolutions of bII7
or bVI7, however, the probability of root motion by descending semitone increases substantially. In the
three-chord context ii7 – X – I, chord X is almost always V7 (95%). Filtering for an intervening chord other
than V7, however, indicates that bII7 is used as a substitute in this context, but other chords from the same
substitution set (Strunk, 1979), vii°7 and viiø7, are not. All extracted chord sequences include relevant
metadata, making this a practical tool for nding music examples for further discussion.

Nikolai Kapustin's Bebop Fugue
Samuel Falotico (Hunter College, CUNY)
Although it may seem unlikely that fugue and jazz would mix well, many composers have indeed written jazz fugues. Notable among them is Nikolai Kapustin (1937–2020), a Ukrainian composer-pianist
known for writing jazz-inspired music using classical formal structures, such as piano sonatas, concerti,
and string quartets. Kapustin’s magnum opus is his 24 Preludes and Fugues, op. 82, in which the fugues
incorporate a variety of jazz styles, such as bebop, hard bop, and modal jazz.
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Can Kapustin’s fugues fairly be regarded as jazz, or are they just an eclectic combination of classical
and jazz idioms? Taking the rst fugue from his op. 82 as an exemplar, this paper examines Kapustin’s use
of jazz-fugue hybridity, exploring the mixture of bebop and fugal characteristics found within this piece.

Bernstein (11:00–12:00)
Tonal Rumble: (Bi-)Tonality and Transformation in ‘West Side Story’
Andrew Aziz (San Diego State University)
Encapsulating the prevailing dissonance between the Jets and Sharks, Leonard Bernstein’s “West Side
Story” possesses instances of bitonality, described by Bernstein as “one of the most exciting aspects of
dissonance.” Several commentators have highlighted his usage of bitonality, though theoretical investigation of the musical has been sparse—excluding Posen 2016, who takes a speci cally non-tonal bent. This
talk applies and integrates scholarship by authors who investigate scale degree ambiguity across styles:
Kaminsky (2004), through Ravel, reconsiders polytonality through bass assimilation; Rings (2011) models
scale degree transformations through the lens of qualia and intervallic pivots; and Muniz (2019) codi es a
system for analyzing tendencies of enharmonic degrees. Within a bitonal framework, I establish lenses for
hearing scale degree function within several passages of “Prologue” (also recycled in “Jet Song”) and the
“Tonight” quintet.
In the “Prologue,” I depart from the rst two chords serving as major triads with added “blue” thirds;
in the absence of a pre-de ned center, the roots of each introduce opposing tonal forces. Using a transformational lens—employing diatonic and blue scale degrees—C can be subsumed under A. I then consider
several examples of T11 superimpositions (à la Ravel in his Violin Sonata/ii). In the “Prologue,” the bass
and top layers engage in a dissonant vamp before eventually reconciling in the same key. In the “Tonight
Quintet,” the bass ostinato and vocals perform con icting layers (continuing the A/C duality), the top of
which may be assimilated into the bass. Later on, a jazzy superimposition of mixture scale degrees further
foreshadows the grim fallout of rumble that lies in the Jets’ and Sharks’ wake.

Associative Set Classes in Leonard Bernstein’s MASS
Benjamin Wadsworth and James Poteat (Kennesaw State University)
Leonard Bernstein’s monumental and controversial MASS (1971) is an enigmatic work for musical
theatre: sacred yet profane, conventionally beautiful yet grotesque. Previous analysts (Gottlieb 2010;
Peyser 1987; Shawn 2014) have characterized its eclectic mix of harmonic languages: common-practice
tonal, modal, polytonal, serial, free atonal, and jazz. In this stylistic amalgam, set-class motives with extramusical associations (e.g., (013), the “Holy Spirit Motive” or HSM) acquire unifying and narrativebuilding functions. As seen in Gottlieb (2010), however, such motives are described informally, thereby
missing subsurface occurrences and narrative meanings. In response, we propose an extensive repertory of
set-class motives (which we call “associative set classes” following Bribitzer-Stull 2001 and 2015) underlying Bernstein’s individual style, with each set class associated with similar semantic ideas across multiple
works. We focus in MASS on two prominent sets, (013) or HSM and (016) or “Maria,” analyzing their
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20th-Century Tonalities (11:00–12:00)
Outlander(s): Interpreting Twentieth-Century Dissonances in Nineteenth-Century
Contexts
Kyle Hutchinson (University of Toronto)
Dissonant harmonies found in the early twentieth-century music of composers such as Debussy,
Bartók, or Stravinsky (Straus 1990) contribute to the perceived dissolution of tonality (Adorno 1966,
Wörner et.al 2012). Conversely, Richard Strauss’s post-Elektra music is often criticized as “overrated,
uninspired throwback” (Said 1993). Such criticism typically focuses on Strauss’s unwavering commitment
to tonality (Adorno 1966, Gilliam 2014) as antithetic to modernist aesthetics, despite Strauss’s harmonies
often functioning in a manner distinct from their common-practice counterparts (Kaplan 1994, Hutchinson 2023). Indeed, Strauss’s later works contain distinctly dissonant twentieth-century harmonies, but
they reside within an otherwise tonal framework con rmed by unambiguous cadences.
Building on my conception (Hutchinson 2020a/b, 2022) that idiomatic behaviors of fundamental dissonances (the diminished- fth-to-consonant-third discharge and/or the diminished-seventh-to-perfectfth discharge) signal speci c scale-step contexts, this paper undertakes several analyses that depict these
supposedly atonal chords exhibiting (albeit unconventional) tonal-functional behaviors. These analyses
suggest that Strauss was indeed a modernist: beyond merely dabbling in new vertical sounds, Strauss’s
music explores latent tonal possibilities within modernist aesthetics by transporting the dissonant sounds
of the twentieth century into the structural framework of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century tonality. By
forcing the listener to reassess what is consonant and what is dissonant in retrospect, Strauss e ectively
challenges the hegemony of eighteenth-century tonal intuitions, and recognizing this acoustic phenomenon opens new pathways to how to think about, hear, and discuss the concept of tonality.

“Ending on a High Note”: The Connection between Upper Register Cadences and
Three-Part Ursätze in Golden Age Musical Theater Songs
Morgan Nikolov (Eastman School of Music)
“Ending on a high note” is a frequently used idiom to describe something that concludes well. In
Golden Age Broadway musicals, this expression takes on both a literal and gurative meaning to describe
how a vocalist ends a song by singing an exhilarating high note in her upper tessitura. Michael Buchler
(2015, 2021) has previously discussed these upper register cadences via ascending Urlinien in two-part
Ursätze in aspirational Disney songs and other popular tunes. In this paper, I demonstrate how a three-part
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impacts on musical narrative in di erent movements. We conclude that the associative set-class perspective enables the rst in-depth, narrative interpretation of MASS. It complements the prevalent view of the
work as an exploration of faith and doubt by showing a range of theological concerns including adoration,
critiques of American society and politics, su ering, literal references to the divine, and singular aspects of
God. And nally, it raises the possibility of a larger set-class repertory in Bernstein’s music in dialogue
with his musical and political values.

Ursatz (Neumeyer 1987; Willner 2007) with an ascending 5–6–7–8 line in the structural soprano and descending 3- or 5- line in the structural alto frequently captures the voice leading of Golden Age musical
theater songs that conclude with showstopping upper register cadences.
I begin this paper by expanding upon Neumeyer’s (1987) and Buchler’s (2015, 2021) arguments for
ascending Urlinien, drawing on the concepts of image schemas ( Johnson 1987; Brower 2000) and musical
forces (Larson 2012). I then brie y analyze two songs—“Carried Away” from Bernstein’s On the Town and
“Hello, Young Lovers” from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s The King and I. The former is an example of a
song where the ascending and descending 5-lines continuously compete for placement in the top voice,
until the ascending line wins out during the nal cadence and lyrical refrain. The latter is a more typical
case: the descending 5-line remains prominent throughout until the concluding cadential progression and
lyrical punchline where the ascending 5-line heroically emerges as the top voice.
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